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About us
VNC – Virtual Network Consult AG, based in Switzerland, Germany and India – is a leading 
developer of open source based enterprise applications and positions itself as an open and secure 
alternative to the established software giants. 

With the VNClagoon software stack, VNC, with its global open source developer community, have 
created an integrated product suite for Enterprise, SME, Governments and other Organisations, 
characterised by high security, state-of-the-art technology and low TCO.

The VNClagoon software stack consists of a variety of integrated products for seamless 
communication and collaboration, such as messaging, video conferencing, email, groupware, task 
& project management, file sharing, channels, and more. VNClagoon is a leading alternative to 
closed source and / or SaaS-only applications like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, WhatsApp and others.

The impressive list of VNC customers, who are using one or several of the VNClagoon components 
and products, demonstrates the solidity of the VNC concept: the future of modern software will no 
longer rely on closed source!

VNC – Virtual Network Consult AG
VNC is the leading vendor of an integrated stack of collaboration and communication products for 

organisations who prefer to go with software that is based on open standards: VNClagoon.



Streamline Your Workflow: Say goodbye to the endless search for documents buried in physical 
filing cabinets or scattered across various computer folders. VNCdms provides a centralized 
repository that revolutionizes document organization. With intuitive categorization, tagging, and 
lightning-fast search capabilities, finding the right document is just a click away.

Fortify Document Security: Protect your sensitive information with robust security features. 
VNCdms offers access controls, ensuring that only authorized personnel can access, modify, or 
share documents. Rest easy knowing that your confidential data is safeguarded. Audit trails and 
document versioning add an extra layer of security, promoting accountability and compliance.

Experience the transformative power of VNCdms and revolutionize the way your organization 
manages documents. Maximize productivity, enhance collaboration, fortify security, and achieve 
compliance effortlessly. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to take control of your documents and 
unlock your business’s full potential. Contact us today and embark on a new era of efficient 
document management!
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Strictly monitored
Access

VNCdms is integrated tightly 

within VNCdirectory, so that you 

can manage all permissions to 

view, edit and approve files within 

your directory structure. Thus, 

granular approval processes are 

super safe and strictly monitored.

Latest
Frontend Technologies

Don‘t worry about layout issues 

on different devices. The VNCdms 

UI works on mobile phones, 

desktop PCs and tablets. VNCdms 

will adapt to your needs, no 

matter which device you will use.

Notifications

Tailor your notifications in the 

notification center: you can 

choose between sound alerts 

with your favorite ringtone, badge 

colors, sticky notifications or 

email notifications after a certain 

period.

VNClagoon
Integration

VNCdms is integrated within the 

VNClagoon Suite of 

communication and collaboration 

products. You need video 

conferencing and chat with 

screensharing? Use VNCtalk. 

You‘d like to enhance your project 

management? With the 

integration of VNCproject you can 

create tickets from emails 

directly.

File Preview

VNCdms enables you to get a 

preview of nearly all file types 

stored in your VNClagoon system, 

e.g. image thumbnails, PDF or 

office document previews. 

Settings 
& Customization

Individualize your DMS with 

specific settings for e.g. your 

most needed workflows.

VNCdms is a game-changer for businesses seeking efficient document management solutions. 

Experience a whole new level of productivity, organization, and control with our powerful DMS 
platform. Here’s why VNCdms is the ultimate solution for your document management needs:

VNCdms Features



Secure File 
Collaboration

Secure file transfer using secure 

protocols and encryption to 

safeguard data in transit. 

Collaborate securely with role-

based access control and 

permission management.

Document Workflow
Management

Capture, generate, track, edit, 

approve, store, retrieve, retain and 

destroy documents associated 

with business processes.

Versions 
& Revisions

Collaborate with your team 

members via document versions 

and revisions. Manage the 

lifecycle of documents, track 

changes, and avoid confusion 

caused by multiple versions of the 

same file.

Supercharge Collaboration: Collaborate seamlessly with your team, regardless of location or time 
zone. VNCdms enables real-time collaboration on documents, eliminating the hassle of sending 
countless email attachments. Experience efficient teamwork with simultaneous editing, 
comments, and annotations, all within the VNClagoon Suite.

Boost Productivity: Time is precious, and VNCdms helps you make the most of it. Effortlessly 
retrieve documents, saving valuable time spent searching. Implement automated workflows and 
document routing to streamline processes, reduce manual tasks, and enhance overall 
productivity. Focus on what truly matters - your core business.

VNCdms
Highlights



“VNC and DFB GmbH have been working together 

intensively for many years. We want to continue and 

expand this. The DFBnet mailbox developed and 

implemented by VNC has enormously accelerated and 

simplified our internal communication. With this, we see 

ourselves well prepared for future requirements.“

Steffen Iredi, authorized signatory at 
DFB GmbH and responsible Director 
Technology & Operations

“VNC challenges the software giants that are oppressing 

the market with their expensive, inflexible and uninventive 

proprietary solutions. It’s time for open-source 

applications to finally replace them. We use VNC’s 

collaboration tools ourselves, including VNCtalk and, most 

recently, VNCchannels. The tools have made the transition 

to working from home extremely easy. The comprehensive 

VNClagoon product suite is a real highlight in terms of 

functionality and operation.”

Alain Blaes, Managing Director of PR-
COM Beratungsgesellschaft für 
strategische Kommunikation mbH

“The federal state church intranet should strengthen 

communication and cooperation within the state church. 

The basic aim is to provide all full-time employees and 

volunteers of the regional church with access to an 

innovative, modern and unified communication and 

collaboration infrastructure. The VNClagoon products are 

particularly well suited for this, because they allow us as a 

state church – in addition to the many functionalities 

provided – the possibility of customization options to 

individual needs within our church. “

Tabea Langguth, Project Manager 
Landeskirchenweites Intranet, EKBO

“My team and I are very thankful for being able to count on 

the professional and sophisticated VNC team. VNC has 

supported us with a series of important projects, always 

exceeding our high expectations.”

Marius Hjelset, Project Head Hosted 
Services, Vodafone Group



info@vnc.biz

Contact Us

Book a meeting

calendly.com/vnclagoon

VNC – Virtual Network Consult AG is a leading developer of open source-based enterprise 
applications and positions itself as an open and secure alternative to the established software 
giants. With VNClagoon, the organization with its global open source developer community has 
created an integrated product suite for enterprises, characterized by high security, state-of-the-art 
technology and low TCO. VNC’s customers include system integrators and telcos as well as large 
enterprises and institutions. 

Thank you 
for your Interest!

http://calendly.com/vnclagoon

